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As Firearms Portfolio Holder for the National Executive Committee I attend Strategic Firearms 

Group meetings on behalf of the National Chairman. 

The past year has seen many changes in the Forces firearms role and there will no doubt be many 

more in the year to come. The Force has increased the number of National Firearms Instructors 

(NFI) by recruiting internally & externally, but even so, with regards training, demand often 

overtakes capacity. Initial Firearms Courses now take place geographically around the training hubs 

and this also eases the burden on Wethersfield based training. There is now a Command Training 

Team based at Headquarters and with some changes soon to be introduced to Firearms Branch 

structure (one being the creation of three Compliance Teams – North, Central & South) the training 

hubs will be more resilient. 

The replacement of the X26 Taser with the new X2 Taser, and the rollout of the Glock 17 pistol to 

replace the SIG P229 pistol have yet to take place, due to there being no spare capacity of our NFIs 

and this training is likely to be outsourced to other Police Forces in order to complete the 

introduction of these new weapons.  

The Force is still looking to replace our three current carbines (C8/”SA80”/MP7) with one system 

Force wide. Funding was carried over from the previous financial year to support this transition, 

and, if & when this might happen further training will occur. 

Funding has also been carried over for the purchase of Body Worn Video equipment. 

It is planned that the current AFO & ASV role profiles will be merged later this year to create a 

new profile – CT AFO. This will bring us into line with Home Office Forces who will also be 

adopting this new profile and will result in an upskilling of many of our officers – this may include 

pistol training, basic Method of Entry (MOE) training & further vehicle tactics. 

New ballistics shields have been successfully trialled and roll out should commence to stations this 

forthcoming year. 

Our Marine Unit officers are being trained in Deliberate Search tactics and their overall role profile 

is evolving as well. 

Quite rightly this Federation is proud of the duties carried out daily by our armed officers and those 

that support them.  

 


